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Abstract
Real-time update of access control policies, that is, updating policies while they are in effect and
enforcing the changes immediately and automatically, is necessary for many dynamic environments.
Examples of such environments include disaster relief and war zone. In such situations, system
resources may need re-configuration or operational modes may change, necessitating a change of
policies. For the system to continue functioning, the policies must be changed immediately and the
modified policies automatically enforced. In this paper, we propose a solution to this problem – we
consider real-time update of access control policies in the context of a database system.
In our model, a database consists of a set of objects that are read and updated through transactions. Access to the data objects are controlled by access control policies which are stored in
the form of policy objects. We consider an environment in which different kinds of transactions
execute concurrently; some of these may be transactions updating policy objects. Updating policy
objects while they are deployed can lead to potential security problems. We propose algorithms that
not only prevent such security problems, but also ensure serializable execution of transactions. The
algorithms differ on the degree of concurrency provided and the kinds of policies each can update.

1 Introduction
Access control policies protect information resources from unauthorized access. Since security policies
are extremely critical for an enterprise, it is important to control the manner in which policies are
updated. Updating policy in an adhoc manner may result in inconsistencies and problems with the
policy specification; this, in turn, may create other problems, such as, security breaches, unavailability
of resources, etc. In other words, policy updates should not be through adhoc operations but done
through well-defined transactions that have been previously analyzed. Moreover, such updates should
be carried out only by security administrators or other high-ranking personnel.
An important issue that must be kept in mind about policy update transactions is that some policies
may require real-time updates. We use the term real-time update of a policy to mean that the policy is
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changed while it is in effect and this change needs to be enforced immediately. Such real-time updates
of access control policies are needed by dynamic environments that are responding to international
crisis, such as relief or war efforts. Often times in such scenarios, system resources need reconfiguration
or operational modes require change; this, in turn, necessitates policy updates. The updated policies
should be automatically enforced.
Real-time updates of access control policies may also be needed in commercial environments. Suppose the user  , by virtue of some policy , has the privilege to execute a long-duration transaction
that prints a large volume of sensitive financial information kept in file . While  is executing this
transaction, an insider threat is suspected and the policy

is changed such that  no longer has the

privilege of executing this transaction. Since existing access control mechanisms check  ’s privileges before   initiates the transaction and not during the execution of the transaction, the updated
policy

will not be correctly enforced causing financial loss to the company. In this case, the policy

was updated correctly but not enforced immediately resulting in a security breach.
In this paper we consider real-time policy updates in the context of a database system. A database
consists of a set of objects that are accessed and modified through transactions. Transactions performing
operations on database objects must have the privilege to execute those operations. Such privileges are
specified by access control policies; access control policies are stored in the form of policy objects.
Transactions executing by virtue of the privileges given by a policy object are said to deploy the policy
object. In addition to being deployed, a policy object can also be accessed and modified by transactions.
We are considering an environment in which different kinds of transactions execute concurrently some
of which are policy update transactions. In other words, a policy may be updated while transactions
are executing by virtue of this policy. Allowing the transactions to execute in cases where the modified
policy no longer gives these transactions the execution privileges results in a security breach. We
propose different algorithms that allow for concurrent and real-time updates of policies and at the same
time prevent such security breaches. The algorithms differ with respect to the degree of concurrency
achieved and the kinds of policies that can be updated.
The first algorithm is a very simple one – any time a deployed policy is modified, transactions
executing by virtue of that policy are aborted. This algorithm, although easy to implement, results
in unnecessary aborts. For example, the update of policy may not be restricting privileges or may be
removing privileges that does not affect the transaction that deploys this policy. Since we are dealing
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with critical transactions, aborting them unnecessarily is not desirable.
The second algorithm relies on using a lattice-based approach to categorize policy update transactions as policy relaxations or policy restrictions. Policy relaxations increase the access control privileges of a subject. A policy update that is not a policy relaxation is treated as a policy restriction.
Policy relaxation, unlike restriction, does not require abort of transactions that are executing by virtue
of the policy. The lattice-based approach allows one to syntactically determine if the policy update is a
relaxation or restriction.
The last algorithm deals with the situation when multiple policies are specified over a subject and
an object and priorities are specified with policies. A policy update may change the access rights
associated with the policy or its priority. Here again, we use a lattice-based approach to determine if
the policy update is a restriction or relaxation. The interesting thing to note is that a policy relaxation
does not impact transactions executing by virtue of that policy but may require abort of transactions
executing by virtue of other policies that are specified over the same subject and object.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces our model. Section 3 describes a
simple concurrency control algorithm for policy updates. Section 4 illustrates how the semantics of the
policy update operation can be exploited to increase concurrency. Section 5 handles policy updates for
the cases where multiple policies are specified over a subject and an object and priorities are specified
on these policies. Section 6 highlights the related work. Section 7 concludes our paper with some
pointers to future directions.

2 Our Model
A database is specified as a collection of objects together with a set of integrity constraints on these
objects. At any given time, the state of the database is determined by the values of the objects in
the database. A change in the value of a database object changes the state. Integrity constraints are
predicates defined over the state. A database state is said to be consistent if the values of the objects
satisfy the given integrity constraints.
A transaction is an operation that transforms the database from one consistent state to another.
To prevent the database from becoming inconsistent, transactions are the only means by which data
objects are accessed and modified. A transaction can be initiated by a user, a group, or another process.
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A transaction inherits the access privileges of the entity initiating it. A transaction can execute an
operation on a database object only if it has the privilege to perform it. Such privileges are specified by
access control policies.
In this paper, we consider only one kind of access control policies: authorization policies 1 . An
authorization policy specifies what operations an entity can perform on another entity. We focus our
attention to systems that use the closed policy assumption and support positive authorization policies
only. This means that the policies only specify what operations an entity is allowed to perform on
another entity. There is no explicit policy that specifies what operations an entity is not allowed to
perform on another entity. The absence of an explicit authorization policy authorizing an entity
on another entity 

to perform some operation
operation

is interpreted as

not being allowed to perform

on entity  .

We begin by considering simple kinds of authorization policies that are specified by subject, object,
and operations. A subject can be a user, a group of users or a process. An object, in our model, is a
data object or a group of data objects. A subject can perform only those operations on the object that
are specified in the operations.
Definition 1 [Policy] A policy is a function that maps a subject and a object to a set of operations. We
formally denote this as follows:
sents the set of subjects,

:  where

represents the policy function,  , repre-

represents the set of objects,  represents the power set of operations.

In a database, policies are stored in the form of policy objects.
Definition 2 [Policy Object] A policy object  consists of the triple  !#"$%"&')( where * ,  , '
denote the subject, the object, and the operations of the policy respectively. Subject + can perform
only those operations on the object , that are specified in - .
Example 1 Let /.012"&3547698:3;"

<

">=?"@A( be a policy object. This policy object gives subject

John the privilege to Read, Write, and Execute 3547698:3 .
A policy allows a subject to perform a set of operations on an object. Updating this policy will allow
the subject to perform a different set of operations on the object. The algorithms that we propose in the
later sections use knowledge of the kind of policy update. To better understand the effect of a policy
1 Henceforth, we

use the term policy or access control policy to mean authorization policy.
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update operation, we need to represent the different sets of allowable operations on an object. We do
this by representing the access rights associated with an object in the form of a lattice. Later in Section
4, we show how using the lattice gives us a formal way of classifying the policy update operations.
Definition 3 [Representing the Access Right of an Object] Let Opi = :B 1 "C:B 2 "ED>DED , :BGF  be the set
of all the possible operations that are specified on Object H . The set of operations in Opi are ordered
in the form of a sequence I:B 1 , :B 2 , DEDED , :BGFJ( . We represent any access right on the object , as
an  -element vector KL4 1 4 2 DED>D&4MFON . In some access right 2P , if the Q -th element of this vector is 0, (that
is, 4SR'. 0) then TP does not allow the operation :B!R to be performed on the object , . When the Q -th
element equals 1 (that is, 4MR'. 1) in some access right -U , it signifies that the access right -U allows
operation :B R to be performed on the object , . The total number of access rights that can be associated

F

with object  equals 2 .
Example 2 Let 

<

<

, = , @V( be the operations defined on a file 3 . The access right 

1

.1K 001N signifies

that , = operations are not allowed on the file 3 but the operation @ is permitted on File 3 . The access
right 

2

<
.WK 101N allows and @ operations on the file 3 but does not allow the = operation.

Definition 4 [Partial Order of Access Rights of an Object] The set of all access rights associated
with an object  having  operations forms a partial order with the ordering relation XZY[ . The
ordering relation is defined as follows: Let \P]K^4 R N denote the 4 R -th element of access right \P . `_;XJY[

-a holds if and only if `_bKL4 R N.c-adK^4 R N or 5_bK^4 R NG( -adK^4 R N , for all Qe. 1 DEDED# .
Definition 5 [Least Upper Bound Operation] Given two access rights _ and fa associated with
an object  having  operations, the least upper bound of _ and -a , denoted as 6hg!ij`_!"&-ak is
computed as follows. For Qe. 1 DEDED , we compute the 4MR -th element of the least upper bound of _ and

-a : 6hg*i]%`_!"&-alkK^4 R Nj.m5_+K^4 R NonJ-adK^4 R N . The  -bit vector obtained from the above computation will give
us the least upper bound of `_ and -a .
Definition 6 [Greatest Lower Bound Operation] Given two access rights _ and -a associated with
an object  having  operations, the greatest lower bound of _ and fa , denoted as pd69ij`_G"&-ao is
computed as follows. For Qq. 1 DED>D& , we compute the 4MR -th element of the greatest lower bound of r_
and -a : pd69ij5_G"&-aokKL4SR$N.c5_bKL4SR$NksV-adK^4SRkN . The  -bit vector obtained from the above computation will
give the greatest lower bound of r_ and fa .
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Figure 1: Representing Possible Access Control Rights of Objects

Since each pair of access rights associated with an object have a unique least upper bound and a
unique greatest lower bound, the access rights of an object can be represented as a lattice.
Definition 7 [Access Rights Lattice of an Object] The set of all possible access rights on an object

 can be represented as a lattice which we term the access rights lattice of object ' . The notation
-tulv denotes the set of all nodes in the access rights lattice of object ' .
All possible access control privileges pertaining to an object can be represented as the nodes on
the access rights lattice of the object. Each node in the lattice represents a specific access control
privilege. The lower bound on this lattice (labeled as Node 0) denotes the absence of any access rights
on this object. The upper bound denotes the presence of all the rights; any subject having these rights
can perform all the operations on the object. The other points in the lattice denote the intermediate
privileges.
Figure 1(a) shows the possible access rights associated with a file having only two operations: Read
and Write. The most significant bit denotes the Read operation and the least significant bit denotes the
Write operation. The lower bound labeled as Node 00 signifies the absence of Read and Write privilege.
The Node 01 signifies that the subject has Write privilege but does not have Read privileges. The Node
10 signifies that the subject has Read privilege but no Write privilege. The Node 11 indicates that the
subject has both Read and Write privileges. Figure 1(b) shows the possible access rights associated
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with an object having three operations.
A policy now can be defined in terms of the access rights lattice. A policy , maps a subject ! ’s
access privilege to some Node w in the access rights lattice of the object ' . This is formally stated as
follows:

: x

ye'tulz> .

Definition 8 [Policy Update] A policy update is an operation that changes some policy object H!.J

*#"$"#-u(

to f{ .01*#"$"#'{ (

where f{ is obtained by transforming f to '{ . Let ' , '{ be

mapped to Node w , Node Q of -tulv respectively. The update of policy object  changes the
mapping of the subject ! ’s access privilege from Node w to Node Q in the access rights lattice of object

 .
In this paper, we only focus on policy updates that change access privileges. We do not consider
the operations that change the subject or the object in a policy. Having given some background on the
policies, we are now in a position to discuss policy objects. Recall from Definition 2 that policies are
stored in the database in the form of policy objects. Next we describe the operations associated with
the policy objects. Policy objects, like data objects, can be read and written. However, unlike ordinary
data objects, policy objects can also be deployed.
Definition 9 [Deploy] A policy object +P is said to be deployed if there exists a subject that is currently
accessing an object by virtue of the privileges given by the policy object AP .
Example 3 Suppose the policy object  allows subject $P to read object
transaction }~ that reads

R . While the transaction }~ reads

R . Subject |P initiates a

R , we say that the policy object r is

deployed.
Note that, not all entities can execute a deploy operation on a policy object. Only the subject
specified in a policy can execute a deploy operation on the policy. A policy object, during its lifetime,
can be in one of two states: inactive and deployed. The policy object enters the inactive state after it
has been created. When some transaction }T executes a deploy operation on a policy object, it enters
the deployed state. During this state, other transactions may also deploy this policy object. When all
the transactions deploying this policy object have committed or aborted, the policy object returns to the
inactive state.
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The environment we are considering is one in which multiple users will be accessing and modifying
data and policy objects, while the policy objects are deployed. To deal with this scenario, we need
some concurrency control mechanism. The objectives of our concurrency control mechanism are the
following.

 Allow concurrent access to data objects and policy objects.
 Prevent security violations arising due to policy updates.
We now present a simple concurrency control algorithm for updating policies.

3 A Simple Algorithm for Policy Updates
In this section, we present a simple algorithm for policy updates. We describe the algorithm briefly to
motivate our work. We refer the interested reader to our earlier works [33, 34] for more details.
We assume that each data object is associated with two operations: Read and Write. A policy object
is associated with three operations: Read, Write and Deploy. We begin by giving some definitions.
Definition 10 [Conflicting Operations] Two operations are said to conflict if both operate on the same
data object and one of them is a Write operation.
The Write operation conflicts with a Read or a Deploy operation on the same object.
Definition 11 [Transaction] A transaction } is a partial order with ordering relation ? where
1. })+
2.



<

>K@*Ny">=u#K@*N)o@ is a data or policy object T

]

>K@*N)o@ is a policy object 

]

#"C:% ;

+}) iff :5
 }) ;


3. if  is o or  , for any other operation B }A , B!)z+ ; and

<

<

<

4. if >K@*N , =5#K@*N+/}) , then either EK@*N!z+=u>K@!N or =5>K@!N*q >K@!N .
5. if >K@*N , =u>K@*N+}) , then either >K@*N!q+=u>K@*N or =u>K@*N!z

>K@!N .
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<



Condition 1 defines the different kinds of operations in the transactions ( >K@!N , =u>K@*N , >K@*N ,  , :
denote Read operation on object @ , Write operation on @ , Deploy operation on @ , Abort or Commit
operation respectively). Condition 2 states that this set contains an Abort or a Commit operation but
not both. Condition 3 states that Abort or Commit operation must follow every other operation of the
transaction. Condition 4 requires that the partial order  specify the order of execution of Read and
Write operations on a common data or policy object. Condition 5 requires that the partial order J
specify the order of execution of Deploy and Write operations on a common policy object.
The algorithm that we propose is an extension of the two phase locking protocol [6]. Each data
object  in our model is associated with two locks: read lock (denoted by -tulHv ) and write lock
(denoted by Ztulv ). The locking rules for data objects are the same as the standard two-phase locking
protocol [6]. A policy object +P is associated with three locks: read lock (denoted by 'tu)P| ), write
lock (denoted by ZtubP ) and deploy lock (denoted by etu+P| ).
The locking rules for data objects are the same as the standard two-phase locking protocol [6]. A
policy object bP is associated with three locks: read lock (denoted by 'tu)P ), write lock (denoted by

Zt5%bP| ) and deploy lock (denoted by etu+P| ).
Has
RL
WL
DL

RL
Yes
No
Yes

Wants
WL
No
No
Signal

DL
Yes
No
Yes

Table 1: Locking Rules for Policy Objects
The locking rules for the policy objects are given in Table 1. G8: entry in the lock table indicates
that the lock request is granted. q entry indicates that the lock request is denied. !4Sp



6 entry in the

lock table indicates that the lock request is granted, but only after the transaction currently holding the
lock is aborted and the lock is released. The first row corresponds to the case where some transaction
has a read lock on a policy object. The first column in the first row is a G8: – another transaction
requesting a read lock on the same object is given the lock. The second column in the first row is a z
– another transaction requesting a write lock on the same object is not given the lock. The entry in the
first row third column is a G8: – this means, that if a transaction has a read lock on a policy object, and
another transaction requests a deploy lock on the same object, then this lock request is granted. The
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second row corresponds to the case where a transaction has a write lock on a policy object. This row
has all q entries; this means that no other transaction will be given any other locks to the object. Now
consider the third row; this row corresponds to a transaction holding a deploy lock on a policy object.
The entry in the first and third columns of the third row is a G8: signifying that if another transaction
wants a read lock or a deploy lock on the object, it is granted. The entry in the second column of the
third row is Signal. Signal means that the lock request is granted after the transaction currently holding
the lock is aborted. For example, suppose some transaction }2 holds a deploy lock et on a policy
object, and another transaction }]P wishes to get the write lock t and update the policy object. In
such a case a signal is generated to abort } , after which }A releases the t lock and }jP is granted the

Zt lock. Note that, a transaction updating a policy ( }P ) has a higher priority than a transaction ( } )
that deploys this policy; hence, we generate a signal to abort the transaction deploying the policy ( }u ).
Next we define what it means for a transaction in our model to be well-formed.
Definition 12 [Well-formed Transaction] A transaction is well-formed if it satisfies the following
conditions.
1. A transaction before reading or writing a data or policy object must deploy the policy object that
authorizes the transaction to perform the operation.
2. A transaction before deploying, reading, or writing a policy object must acquire the appropriate
lock.
3. A transaction before reading or writing a data object must acquire the appropriate lock.
4. A transaction cannot acquire a lock on a policy or data object if another transaction has locked
the object in a conflicting mode.
5. All locks acquired by the transaction are released when the transaction completes.
Definition 13 [Well-formed Two-phase Transaction] A well-formed transaction }2 is two-phase if
all its lock operations precede any of its unlock operations.

<

Example 4 Consider a transaction } that reads object )P (denoted by >l+P$ ) and then writes object

`R (denoted by =u>l`R ). Policies rU and rF authorize the subject initiating transaction }T , the privilege to read object )P and the privilege to write object

R respectively. An example of a well-formed
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and two-phase execution of } consists of the following sequence of operations: et\&`U- , 'tTEl+Pk ,

<
>`UH , > l+P$ , etT>%rFj , 
 tEl R  , >%rFj , =u>l R  , )t%rU' , At>`F] , )tT>o+P| , At>l R '( ,
<
where et , 't , ZtT ,  ,  , =u , )
t  denote the operations of acquiring deploy lock, acquiring read
lock, acquiring write lock, deploy, read, write, lock release, respectively, performed by transaction }5 .
Definition 14 [Policy-Compliant Transaction] A transaction is policy-compliant if for every operation that a transaction performs, there exists a policy that authorizes the transaction to perform the
operation for the entire duration of the operation.
Note that, all transactions may not be policy-compliant. For instance, suppose entity
a long-duration transaction }A by virtue of policy u . While
longer allows

can execute

is executing }A , \ changes and no

to execute } . In such a case, if transaction } is allowed to continue after u has

changed, then }A will not be a policy-compliant transaction.
We borrow the definitions of history, conflict equivalence, committed projection of a history, serial
history, serialization graph, and conflict serializable history from Bernstein et al. [6].
Theorem 1 A history is serializable iff its serialization graph is acyclic.
Proof 1 This proof is identical to the proof of the same theorem that is given in Bernstein et al. [6].
Next we define what we mean by a policy-compliant history.
Definition 15 [Policy-compliant] A history is policy-compliant if all the transactions in the history are
policy-compliant transactions.
Theorem 2 A history 

in which all the transactions in the committed projection of the history 

are

well-formed and two-phase is conflict serializable.
Proof 2 We prove this by contradiction. Assume that the history 

produced by transactions }

1 "d} 2 ,

DEDED , })F  is not serializable. The graph produced from this history contains a cycle. Without loss of
generality, assume that this cycle is }
signifies that there is an operation in }
unlock operation in }

1

1


1

}

2



}

3

D>DED})F

} 1 . The presence of the arrow }

1



} 2,

that conflicts with and precedes another operation in } 2 . The

must precede the lock operation in }

2

(this is because the data object involved in

a conflicting operation can be locked by only one transaction at any time). That is, 

1 o|u

t

2 l$

.
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Using similar arguments, we can argue that for the edge }

}

2

that precedes a lock operation in } 3 . That is, 

phase, t

2 o` 2 l

2

} 3 , there is an unlock operation in

2 o,H1t 3 l,

  . Therefore, we can conclude that 

extended and we can arrive at the conclusion that 



. Since transaction }

1 l5/t 3 l

1 l|`mt 1 o`R

2

is two-

  . This argument can be

. This is not possible because }

1

is two-phase. Thus, we arrive at a contradiction. Hence, our initial assumption that the history is not
serializable is wrong. Therefore, the history 
Theorem 3 A history 

is serializable.

in which all the transactions in the committed projection are well-formed and

two-phase is policy-compliant.
Proof 3 Assume that the history 
the history 

is not policy-compliant. This means that one or more transactions in

are not policy-compliant. Suppose }T is one such transaction. Without loss of generality,

assume that the transaction } does not have write access to an object , but nevertheless updates
object  . We show that this cannot happen. Since }T is well-formed, it will deploy the appropriate
policy object before it performs the update. Moreover, before the deploy operation can take place, }u
has to obtain the deploy lock for the policy object. In other words, before }2 can access  , it has to
obtain the deployment lock for a policy U that authorizes }A to update  . Thus, when }A initially
accessed  , there was a policy U that allowed }) to update  . So, the only possibility is that while

}) was updating  , the policy rU got deleted or modified. But according to well-formed rules this
is not possible. Any transaction }]P modifying the policy rU has to obtain a write lock ( t ) on rU .
Before the write lock on rU can be granted, the transaction } holding the deploy lock ( et ) has to be
aborted and the deploy lock released (Table 1). Thus, the above scenario of }\ updating  without
any policy authorizing }A to do so, does not arise in our case. Therefore, } is policy-compliant. Our
assumption, that the history 

is not policy-compliant, is wrong.

Although the lock based concurrency control approach provides policy-compliant and serializable
schedule, it is overly restrictive. A change of policy may not change the specific subject’s access
privileges or may result in increased access privileges; in such cases terminating valid access will result
in poor performance. This motivates us to propose the following approach.
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4 Concurrency Control using Semantics of Policy Update
In this section we show how we can use semantics of the policy update operation to increase concurrency. The basic idea is to classify a policy update operation either as a policy relaxation or as a policy
restriction operation. Policy relaxation causes increase in subject’s access rights; transactions executing
by virtue of a policy need not be aborted when the policy is being relaxed. On the other hand, a policy
restriction does not increase the access rights of the subject. To ensure policy-compliant transactions,
we must abort the transactions that are executing by virtue of the policy that is being restricted. Before
going into the details, we first give a definition of policy relaxation and policy restriction.
Definition 16 [Policy Relaxation Operation] A policy relaxation operation is a policy update that
increases the access rights of the subject. Let the policy object ,2.J1*#"$#"&'5(

be changed to

-{ .0*#"$"&'{ ( . Let ' , '{ be mapped to the nodes Q , w respectively in -tul,v . A policy update
operation is a policy relaxation operation if 6hg!ij#Q "¡w]A.w .

<

Example 5 Let the operations defined on 3547698:3 be 

"&="%@q( . Suppose policy  .m¢ , 3u47698:3 , K 001Nj(

is changed to  { .J/\"&3u47698:3£"CK 101N ( . This is an example of policy relaxation because the access
rights of subject John has increased. Note that 6hg!ijEK 001Nv"CK 101N¤A.¥K 101N . Thus, this is a policy relaxation.
Definition 17 [Policy Restriction Operation] A policy restriction operation is a policy update operation that is not a policy relaxation operation. Let the policy object ,b.J/*%"$#"&'A( be changed to

-{ .0*#"$"&'{ ( . Let ' , '{ be mapped to the nodes Q , w respectively in -tul,v . A policy update
operation is a policy restriction operation if 6hg*ij#Q "¡w],.
 w .
Example 6 Let the operations defined on 3547698:3 be 

<

"&="%@q( . Suppose policy j.¢ , 3547698:3 , K 001Nj(

is changed to f{ .0/\"#3547698:3£"K 110N( . This is an example of policy restriction because the access
rights of subject John has not increased. Note that, 6hg*ijEK 001Ny"CK 110N7b.1K 111N . Since 6hg*i]>K 001Nv"CK 110N7. 

K 110N , this is an example of policy restriction.
In other words, moving up the lattice along the edges indicate that policy is being relaxed. Moving
down the lattice along the edges indicates that policy is being restricted. Moving from one node to
another not connected by edges is also considered to be a policy restriction operation.
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4.1 Concurrency Control Based on Knowledge of Policy Change
We now give a concurrency control algorithm that uses the knowledge of the kind of policy change. The
operations specified on data objects are Read and Write. A policy object is now associated with four
operations: Read, Deploy, WriteRelax, WriteRestrict. The Read and Deploy operations are similar
to those specified in Section 3. The Write operations on policy object are classified as WriteRelax
or WriteRestrict. A WriteRelax operation is one in which the policy gets relaxed. All other write
operations on the policy object are treated as WriteRestrict. Since the operations are different than
those discussed in Section 3, we modify the definition of transaction given in Definition 11 to the
following:
Definition 18 [Transaction] A transaction } is a partial order with ordering relation ? where
1. })u

]

2.



<

>K@!Nv">=u#K@!N5d@ is a data object 5

]

<
>K@!Nv" & K@*Ny">=uK@*Ny">=2@K@*N`@ is a policy object `

#"C:y ;

+}) iff :5
 }) ;


3. if  is o or  , for any other operation B }A , B!)z+ ; and

<

<

<

4. if >K@*N , =5#K@*N+/}) , then either EK@*N!z+=u>K@!N or =5>K@!N*q >K@!N .
5. if >K@*N , =u>K@*N+}) , then either >K@*N!q+=u&K@*N or =u>K@*N!z

&K@!N .

6. if >K@*N , =2@>K@*N+}) , then either >K@*N!q+=2@&K@*N or =2@>K@*N!z

>K@!N .

Condition 1 is changed from that in Definition 11 to reflect that the operations allowed on data
objects are Read and Write and the operations allowed on policy objects are Read, Deploy, WriteRelax
(denoted by =2@ ), and WriteRestrict (denoted by =u ). Conditions 2,3, and 4 are the same as given
in Definition 11. Condition 5 given in Definition 11 is no longer applicable as there is no simple
Write operation on policy objects; this condition is replaced by two conditions (Conditions 5 and 6
in Definition 18). Conditions 5 specifies that if there is a Deploy operation on a policy object and a
WriteRestrict operation on the same object, then the ordering relation ; must specify the order of the
operations. Condition 6 specifies a similar condition for Deploy and WriteRelax operation.
The definition of well-formed transaction is changed as follows:
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Definition 19 [Well-formed Transaction] A transaction is well-formed if it satisfies the following
conditions.
1. A transaction before reading or writing a data object must deploy the policy object that authorizes
the transaction to perform the operation.
2. A transaction before reading, write relaxing or write restricting a policy object must deploy the
policy object that authorizes the transaction to perform the operation.
3. A transaction before reading or writing a data object must acquire the appropriate lock.
4. A transaction before deploying, reading, write relaxing, or write restricting a policy object must
acquire the appropriate lock.
5. A transaction cannot acquire a lock on a policy object or data object if another transaction has
some kind of a write lock on the object.
6. All locks acquired by the transaction are released when the transaction completes.
To ensure serializable and policy-compliant histories, we require each transaction to be well-formed
(Def. 19) and two-phase (Def. 13).
We next present our locking mechanism. Each data object H is associated with two locks: read
lock (denoted by 'tulv ) and write lock (denoted by Zt5o,v ). The locking rules for data objects are
the same as in the two-phase locking protocol [6]. Corresponding to the four operations on the policy
object, we have four kinds of locks associated with policy objects: read locks (RL), deploy locks (DL),
relax locks (WXL) and restrict locks (WSL). The locking rules are given in the table 2. Let us consider
the fourth row; this row corresponds to a transaction holding a deploy lock on a policy object. The entry
in the first and fourth columns of the fourth row is a G8: signifying that if another transaction wants a
read lock or a deploy lock on the object, it is granted. The entry in the second column of the fourth row
is a G8: – if a transaction has a deploy lock on a policy object and another transaction wants a relax lock
on the same object, then the lock request is granted. Thus, if a transaction }2U holds a deploy lock et
on a policy object bP , and another transaction }F wants to perform a policy relaxation on +P , then })F
is granted the V¦et lock. Note that }U does not have to be aborted in this case because the policy )P
that is deployed by }AU is being relaxed. The entry in the third column of the fourth row is !4Sp



6 . This
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is the case of some transaction } holding a deploy lock et on a policy object, and another transaction

}P wanting to perform an update causing policy restriction. In this scenario, a signal is generated to
abort }) , after which }A releases the et lock and }jP is granted the *t lock.
Has
RL
WXL
WSL
DL

RL
Yes
No
No
Yes

Wants
WXL WSL
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Signal

DL
Yes
No
No
Yes

Table 2: Locking Rules for Policy Objects
Note that our algorithm does not generate well-formed transactions. Specifically, it violates Condition 5 given in Definition 19. Thus, it does not generate conflict-serializable histories. We define an
alternate correctness criterion, namely, serializability, and show that our histories do satisfy this new
criterion.
Definition 20 [Equivalence of Histories] Two histories 

and  { are equivalent if they satisfy the

following conditions:
1. they are defined over the same set of transactions,
2. the execution of 

on some initial state  results in the same final state  { as the execution of  {

on the same initial state  .
Definition 21 [Serializable History] A history 

that is equivalent to a serial history z§ is a serializ-

able history.
Theorem 4 Histories generated by the locking rules of Table 2 are serializable.
Proof 4 Our mechanism generates histories that may not be conflict-serializable. Non conflict-serializable
execution occurs because the locking rules allow two transactions to hold conflicting locks on a policy
object at the same time. Specifically, the rules allow some transaction }2 to hold a deploy lock on a policy object a , while another transaction, say, }]P acquires a relax lock on a to increase the privileges.
This situation is not problematic and the effect of the execution of these two transactions is equivalent
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to the serial execution of }A followed by }jP . Any history 

containing such transactions } and }P

can therefore be converted to an equivalent serial history.
Theorem 5 Any history 

generated by this concurrency control mechanism is policy-compliant.

Proof 5 Assume that the history 
the history 

is not policy-compliant. This means that one or more transaction in

is not policy-compliant. Suppose transaction }2 is not policy-compliant. Without loss of

generality, assume that the transaction } does not have write access to an object , but nevertheless
updates object  . We show that this cannot happen. Since }T satisfies all but Condition 4 of the
Definition 12 , it will deploy the appropriate policy object before it performs the update. Moreover,
before the deploy operation can take place, }T has to obtain the deploy lock for the policy object. In
other words, before }A can access  , it has to obtain the deploy lock for a policy U that authorizes }A
to update  . Thus, when }A initially accessed  , there was a policy rU that allowed }A to update  .
So, the only possibility is that while } was updating  , the policy rU got modified such that } no
longer has the privilege to update , . But this scenario cannot occur according to our algorithm. Any
transaction }jP modifying the policy rU has to obtain a write lock ( Zt ) on rU . Before the write lock
on `U can be granted, the transaction } holding the deploy lock ( t ) has to be aborted and the deploy
lock released (because }]P restricts the policy). Thus, the above scenario of }T updating  without any
policy authorizing } to do so, does not arise in our case. Therefore, }T is policy-compliant. Our
assumption, that the history 

is not policy-compliant, is wrong.

4.2 Creation and Deletion of Policies
We consider a system having positive authorization policies only. The absence of any policy on a
specified subject ! and object )P indicates that ! cannot perform any operation on AP .
Theorem 6 Creating a new policy F.Jm*#"$+Pd"&')( corresponds to a policy relaxation operation.
Proof 6 The absence of any policy on subject   and object )P can be represented as the existence of
a dummy policy ¨ that maps the subject G to the minimal element in the access rights lattice of the
object )P (indicated by Node 0). The introduction of a new policy F over this subject and object can
be viewed as an update of the policy ¨ to the new policy rF . Let the access rights specified by policy
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object rF correspond to Node  in 't5oAP$ . In this case, 6hg*i] 0 ">)A.c . Hence, this is an example of
policy relaxation.
Thus, when a transaction creates a policy object, it acquires a write relax lock on the policy object.
The transaction after completing relaxes this lock. Since no other operations can be performed on the
policy object before it is created, no other transactions will have any lock on this policy object when
the policy creation transaction executes. Thus, when a new policy is being added, existing transactions
are not affected.
Theorem 7 Deleting an existing policy ,©.0c*#"$+PO"&'T(

can be thought of as a policy restriction

operation.
Proof 7 Deletion of an existing policy H© specified over the subject ! and object +P can be thought
of as modifying the existing policy ,© to the dummy policy ¨ which maps ! to Node 0 in -tulv .
In this case, 6hg*ijE8j" 0 ,.  0; hence, this is policy restriction.
The transaction, say }A , that deletes the policy object ,© must acquire a write restrict lock on this
policy object. Other transactions may be executing by virtue of this policy object -© . Such transactions are aborted when }A acquires the write restrict lock on ,© . In short, when a policy is deleted,
transactions executing by virtue of this policy is aborted by the concurrency control mechanism.

5 Updating Policies Specified with Priorities
When different policies are specified over a given subject and an object, we may not want all the policies
to be enforced at all times. In such cases, policies may be associated with priorities. The context or the
environment will determine the priority of the policies. The understanding is that the policy with the
highest priority is the one that must be deployed; this policy determines the rights a subject has on the
object. In other words, priority is used to determine whether a policy is deployable or not.
Priorities can be specified in two ways: relative or absolute priorities. In relative specification, the
policies are ordered according to their priorities. In absolute specification, the set of policies is fixed
and any policy can have a priority value from this set. We assume the latter and each policy has a
priority value taken from the set of priorities.
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Definition 22 [Policy Object with Priority] A policy object with priority is defined as a quadruple

<
<
`.JW*#"$#"#-%"ªB u
 ( where * ,  , ' , B  denote the subject, object, operations, and priority of
<
policy r respectively. B  can take any value from the set of priorities defined below.
Definition 23 [Priority Set] Each application has a priority set ` that defines the domain of prior-

ities. That is, it contains all the possible values that can be taken by the priority of any policy in the
application. The elements in the set are totally ordered and the ordering relation is denoted by  . Con-

<

<

<

<

sider two policies r and P having priorities B  and B P respectively. B T¢B P signifies that policy

` has a lesser priority than policy +P or bP has a higher priority than r . Since the elements of this set
can be totally ordered, this set can be represented as a lattice which we term priority lattice.
Example 7 Suppose in an organization the set of priorities ` is defined as follows `«.

t)=?"&f4Spb .

Thus, the priority for a policy can take on either of the two values t)= or 4Sp .
Let us once again consider the access rights associated with each object. For an object - with 

F

possible operations, there are 2 possible access rights where each access right is represented as per

F

Definition 3. If there are 6 elements in the priority set ` , then there are 6¬ 2 possible priority and

F

access rights pairings. These 6¬ 2 pairs form a partially ordered set as defined below.
Definition 24 [Partial Order of (Access Right, Priority) Pairings of an Object] The set of all ordered pairs of access rights and priorities associated with an object ' forms a partial order with the

<

ordering relation  . Each element 8l in this set is represented as an ordered pair &6L#" ª where 6 de-

<

notes the priority level and  denotes the access right represented according to Definition 3. For any

<

<

<

<

two elements, &6h#" v and &6 P" P| , if &6#" v®#6 PO" P| , then the following condition holds: 6L\¯I6 P and

<

Gs

<

P.

<

 where 6A¯m6 P signifies that either 6h) 6 P or 6!.°6 P .

We next define least upper bound and greatest lower bound operations on this set.

<

<

Definition 25 [Least Upper Bound Operation] Given two elements #6^#" v and &6 PO" P where each
element describes the priority, access right of some object

<

, the least upper bound of &6S#" v and

<
&6 Pd" |P  is computed as follows:
<
<
<
<


6hg*i]>&6" vo"C#6 PO" P|>A.1&6 R " !n P| where 6 R .°± @T&6%"E6 P| where ± @2&6"E6 P$ indicates the priority that is

higher in the set 6h#"E6 P .
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Figure 2: (a) Access Control Rights Lattice of , , (b) Priority Lattice ` , and (c) b-tul#"&`

<

<

Definition 26 [Greatest Lower Bound Operation] Given two elements &6^" v and &6 PO" P$ where each
element describes the priority, access right of some object

<

, the greatest lower bound of &6S" v and

<
&6 Pd" |P  is computed as follows:
<
<
<
<
pd69ijE&6" v:"C&6 P" P|E2.²#6³Rj" bs P$ where 6³R-.I±J4¤u&6">6 P| where ±J4¤5#6h#"E6 P$ indicates the priority that is

lower in the set 6h#"E6 P .
Since each pair of elements (where each element is an ordered pair of priority and access right)
associated with an object has a unique least upper bound and a unique greatest lower bound, the priorityaccess right pairs of an object can be represented as a lattice.
Definition 27 [Priority Access Right Lattice of an Object] The set of all possible priority-access
right pairs of an object  and priority set ` can be represented as a lattice which we term priority
access right lattice of object  . The set of all elements in the priority access rights lattice of an object

 is denoted as b't5o#"&` .
Example 8 Consider the example shown in Figure 2. Figure 2(a) shows the access rights lattice of an
object  having two operations. Figure 2(b) shows the priority lattice ` for the case where there are
only two priorities t and  . Figure 2(c) shows the priority access right lattice b-tulH#"&` obtained
from combining these two lattices.
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<

A policy r .0/*#"$#"&'"ªB ( maps a subject ! to a node in the priority access right lattice of
object  . This is formally stated as follows:

: ´µb't5o;"&`E where

is the policy function,

 is the set of subjects, e'tul;"&` denotes the set of all priority-access right pairs for all objects.
When priorities are specified on policies, not all policies can be deployed at a given instant of time.
We next define the notion of deployable policies. Stated informally, the set of deployable policies are
those having the highest priority.
Definition 28 [Deployable Policies] Let P .
same subject  and object

1 "# 2 "EDED>D&"&`F

 be the set of policies defined over the
<

<
<
where b.0"$;"&'"¶B A
 ( for 1 ¯/4u¯/ . Let B Uu = ± @27B 1 , B 2 ,
<

<

DEDED , B ]F  where ± @ equals maximum of the set of priorities of policies in P. The set of deployable

policies D satisfies the following conditions:
1. D  P

<

<

2. ·-`A D, B !.B Uu
Recall from Condition 1 of Definition 19, that each transaction before reading or writing a data
object must deploy the policy object before performing the authorization. When priorities are specified
on policies, a transaction can only deploy deployable policies. That is, a transaction can obtain a deploy
lock on a policy object only if it is deployable.
When multiple policies are specified on a subject and an object, the maximum privilege that a
subject can have depends on the resultant policy. The resultant policy is obtained by combining all the
privileges of deployable policies specified over the same subject and object. This is formalized below.
Definition 29 [Resultant Policy] Let P .
subject  and object

1 "& 2 "EDEDED&"&`F*

<

be the set of policies defined over the same

where  .0/"k;"&'#"ªB ( for 1 ¯/45¯ . Let D be the set of policies in P

<
 ( be the resultant
¨ 1 &" ¨ 2 E" D>DED>"& ¨ U  . Let r.J°"$;"#-$"ªB <
<
<
<
<
policy. The priority of the resultant policy B  equals B ¨ 1 , that is, B f.°B ¨ 1 , where B ¨ 1 is the
which can be deployed where D .

priority of some deployable policy. The operations specified by the resultant policy, z , is given by

'`.c6hg!ij-¨ 1 "&-¨ 2 "EDEDED#"&-¨ U  .
Example 9 Let rO.J¸"$;" 01 "#®( and P2.0¸"$;" 11 "&tJ( . The resultant policy ).J¸"$;" 01 "#®( .
In this case only r is the deployable policy.
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Definition 30 [Policy Update] A policy update is an operation that changes some policy H5.J

<
*#"$"#-#"¶B r
 ( to
<
Let ¤B #"&'v , and 7B

<
<
-{ where f{ is obtained by changing f to '{ and/or by changing B  to B  { .
<
 { "& {  be mapped to Node 4 , Node 4 { of b't5o%"&` respectively. The update

of policy object r changes the mapping of the subject G ’s access privilege from Node 4 to Node 4 { in
the priority access rights lattice of object , .
Definition 31 [Policy Relaxation Operation] A policy relaxation operation is a policy update that
increases the access rights of the subject and/or increases the priority of the policy. Let the policy object

<
<
<
<
`j.J¢*#"$"#-#"¶B  ( be changed to f{ .0¢*#"k#"&'{ "ªB  { ( . Let 7B #"&'ª , 7B  { "&'{  be mapped to the

nodes Q , w respectively in be'tul#"&` . A policy update operation is a policy relaxation operation if

6hg*i]Qb"Sw]A.¹w .
Since only policies with the highest priorities can be deployed, increasing the priority of the policy
may cause the policy to become deployable which results in increased access privilege of some subject.
Definition 32 [Policy Restriction Operation] A policy restriction operation is a policy update op-

<

eration that is not a policy relaxation operation. Let the policy object ,u.J¥*#"$#"&'"¶B (
changed to

<

<

<

be

 { .J/*#"$#"& { "ªB  { ( . Let 7B #"&'v , 7B  { "& {  be mapped to the nodes Q , w respectively

 w .
in b-tul#"&` . A policy update operation is a policy restriction operation if 6hg!ij#Q "¡wj,.
Note that, when a policy’s priority is decreased, it may no longer be enforced if this is not the
highest priority policy in effect. Thus, the privilege that a subject enjoys by virtue of some policy
may be diminished when the policy’s priority is decreased. Hence, decreasing the priority of a policy
corresponds to policy restriction.

5.1 Concurrency Control Mechanism
When multiple policies are specified over a subject and an object, updating one policy has certain side
effects. The modification of a policy not only impacts transactions executing due to that policy but
also transactions that are executing by the privileges given by other policies specified over the same
subject and object. An example will help illustrate this point. Suppose a transaction }b_ is executing
by virtue of policy r .J/"$;" 010 "&t)=( . Consider another policy +P.J/"$;" 001 "&t)=( where
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the priority of bP is changed from t)= to f4Sp . In such a situation since  is no longer a deployable
policy, } _ must be aborted.
In short, a policy restriction operation causes transactions executing by virtue of that policy to be
aborted. A policy relaxation does not require transactions executing by virtue of it to be aborted. However, if the policy relaxation operation changes the priority of the policy to be greater than the priorities
of the deployed policies defined over the same subject and object, then the transactions executing by
virtue of these other policies must be aborted.
The above situation is complex. Whenever the priority of a deployed policy is increased, the transactions executing by virtue of the unchanged policies on the same subject and object get affected. Our
previous locking mechanisms will no longer work. In our previous mechanisms, when a policy was
relaxed no transactions executing by virtue of this policy was affected. Now a policy relaxation also
affects transactions executing by virtue of other policies.
For our mechanism, we use the same kinds of locks as specified in Section 4.1. The locking rules
are given in Table 2. The algorithm which we use to update policy is formalized below.
Algorithm 1 Update policy

<

<

Input: (i) Policy rb.J/*#"k#"&'"ªB ( that is to be updated, (ii) -{ – the new rights of  , (iii) B  {
– the new priority of r , (iv) P – the set of policies defined over G and  , and (v) D – the set of
deployable policies defined over G and 
Output: (i) Updated policy f{ , (ii) P{ – the new set of policies defined over G and  , and (iii) D{ –
the new set of deployable policies

<

 { , B  { , P, D)
Procedure UpdatePolicy(  , '
begin
D{O. D
if 6hg*i

<
<
<
7B # "&'vo"C7B  { "# { C,.1¤B  { "# { 

/* policy relaxation */

begin
acquire V¦etury

<
-{ .Jm*#"$"#'{ "¶B  { (

/* modify r */

release 0¦ztu`y
P{ . P 

 { uº

`
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if r¨ D sr¨J.c
 `

<

<

if B  { (B ¨

/* new priority greater than that of deployed policies */

for each bP' D s P./
 `
acquire *t5%bP

/* will abort transactions executing by virtue of )P */

release *tubP$
D{O.

-{ 
<
<
<
<
s B +¸B ¨
else if B  { .B ¨ 
D{ . D 

/* new priority equal to that of deployed policies */

{ 

end
else

/* policy restriction */

begin
acquire *tu`v

<
-{ .Jm*#"$"#'{ "¶B  { (

/* modify r */

release *turv
P{ . P 

 { uº

`
<

<

<

<

 `+sB  { B ¨ sB !.B ¨
if ¨  D s ¨ .c
D{ . D º
if D .

r

/* new priority lesser than that of deployed policies *

`
/* if ` was the only deployable policy */

/* Calculate the new set of deployable policies */
D{O.



<
B \
U  = max priority of policies in P{

for each rU P

<

<

if B U = B U\
D{O. D{CV`U
end
end

The algorithm begins with initializing the new set of deployable policies D { with the existing set
of deployable policies D. This is the default case. Some operations may require a change in the set
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of deployable policies. We will explain these as and when the cases arise. We then check whether the
update of policy  is a relaxation or not. Based on this test, we divide the main body of the algorithm
into two parts: one for policy relaxation and the other for policy restriction.
For policy relaxation, we obtain the write relax lock on the policy , and update it. The lock
is released when the policy update transaction terminates. The new set of policies defined over the
subject ! and  , denoted by P{ , is computed by removing the old policy  and including the new
one -{ . Policy relaxation may increase the priority of  . In such cases, we need to decide the fate
of existing deployed policies. The actions to be taken depend on the priority B

<

 of the original policy
<
` as well as the priority B  { of the modified policy { . The first case is when the priority B  is
<

increased to a value that is greater than that of the existing deployable policies. In this case, the new
set of deployable policies D{ consists of r only. The original set of deployable policies D is no longer
deployable. Transactions executing on behalf of the policies in D need to be aborted. To achieve this,
we obtain a write restrict lock on all the policies in D. This will cause transactions holding deploy locks
on these policies to be aborted. The second case is when the old priority B

<

<

 of r is less than that of

the deployable policies and the new priority B  { is equal to that of the deployable policies. In this case

-{ needs to be included in the new set of deployable policies D { .
Next, we consider the case when the operation is a policy restriction. For policy restriction, a write
restrict lock is acquired on  . This causes transactions executing by virtue of  to abort. After the
transaction terminates, this lock is released. The new set of policies P { defined over subject ! and
object  is computed by removing  from the set P and including

 { . Here again, the change of

priority may cause a change in the set of deployable policies. The first case is when the original priority

<
<
B  is the same as that of the existing deployable policies and the new one B  { is less than that. In this

case ` is removed from the new set of deployable policies D { . There may also be a case when  is
the only deployable policy. In such a case reducing the priority of , requires re-evaluating the new set

<

of deployable policies D { . To find this set D{ , we first compute B Uu which is the maximum priority
of the policies in the set P{ and then insert in the set D{ the policies in P{ that have the same priority as

<
B u
U  .

We now prove some desirable properties of our mechanism.
Theorem 8 Any history 

generated by this mechanism is serializable.
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Proof 8 This can be proved in a manner that is similar to the proof of Theorem 4.
Theorem 9 Any history 

generated by this mechanism is policy-compliant.

Proof 9 Assume that the history 
in the history 

is not policy-compliant. This means that one or more transactions

is not policy-compliant. Suppose transaction }T is one such transaction that is not

policy-compliant. Without loss of generality, assume that transaction }2 does not have write access to
an object  but nevertheless updates object  . We show that this cannot happen. Since } satisfies
condition 1 of Definition 19, it will deploy the appropriate policy object before it performs the update.
Moreover, before the deploy operation can take place, }2 has to obtain the deploy lock for a policy

`U that authorizes }A to update  . Thus, when }A initially accessed  , there was a policy rU that
allowed }A to update  . One possibility is that while }A was updating  , the policy rU got deleted
or modified such that }A no longer has the privilege to update , . But this scenario cannot occur
according to our algorithm. Any transaction }P restricting the policy rU has to obtain a write restrict
lock ( *t ) on rU . Before the write restrict lock on U can be granted, the transaction } holding
the deploy lock ( et ) has to be aborted and the deploy lock released (because }*P restricts the policy).
Thus, the above scenario of } updating  without any policy authorizing } to do so, does not arise
in our case. The other possibility is that while }T was executing, the policy rU was not changed, but it
became an undeployable policy because some other deployable policy ,F increased its priority. This is
also not possible by our algorithm because whenever F ’s priority is increased to be higher than U ’s,
the policy update algorithm acquires a write-restrict lock on ,U which causes transactions deploying

`U to be aborted. Thus, the situation of } updating  without the authorization of any policy object,
does not arise in our case. In other words, }T is policy-compliant. We can make a similar case for all
other transactions. Thus, 

is policy-compliant.

6 Related Work
A large body of work appears in the area of access control. Researchers have proposed access control
models [5, 7, 37, 38], policy specification languages [4, 9, 13, 17, 19, 20, 30, 35], and techniques
for identifying conflicts in policies [3, 8, 16, 23, 28, 42, 43]. Policy updates have received relatively
little attention. Ray and Xin [33] proposed algorithms for concurrent and real-time update of access
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control policies. The algorithms proposed consider only simple kinds of authorization policies where
the only one access control policy is specified for any given subject and an object and only the rights
associated with the policy is subject to change. In a subsequent work [34] the authors show how
such algorithms can be implemented. The use of semantic knowledge for real-time update of access
control policies was proposed by Ray [31]. In this work the author considered only simple kinds of
authorization policies +.Jc!*#"}A*"&-*( where !! , }A! , f* represents the set of subjects, the
set of objects, and the set of access rights respectively. A policy can be changed by performing a series
of set union or set difference operations. Depending on what kinds of operations were performed,
the policy update is classified as policy restriction or relaxation. The author proposed algorithms that
uses this knowledge to generate conflict serializable histories. The author also introduced the idea of
how the application context can be used to check whether a policy update transaction interferes with
a transaction that deploys the policy. However, a formal treatment of this idea is missing from the
work. In a subsequent work [32], a more formal treatment of the semantic-based approach is proposed.
This work also shows how transactions can be decomposed to minimize the effects of useless aborts.
Semantic-based transaction processing comes at a cost – the cost is in terms of analyses needed to
ensure correct behavior. Consequently, the current work uses a syntactic approach for policy update.
None of the earlier works consider the case where there are multiple policies specified on a given
subject and an object, priorities are specified on policies and the priorities themselves are subject to
change.
Some work has been done in identifying interesting adaptive policies and formalization of these
policies [14, 40]. A separate work [39] illustrates the feasibility of implementing adaptive security
policies. The above works pertain to multilevel security policies encountered in military environments;
the focus is in protecting confidentiality of data and preventing covert channels. We consider a more
general problem and our results will be useful to both the commercial and military sector.
Automated management of security policies for large scale enterprise has been proposed by Damianou [12]. This work uses the PONDER specification language to specify policies. The simplest kinds
of access control policies in PONDER are specified using a subject-domain, object-domain and accesslist. The subject-domain specifies the set of subjects that can perform the operations specified in the
access-list on the objects in the object-domain. This work describes the implementation of a basic
toolkit. The toolkit has a high-level language editor for specifying policies, a compiler for translating
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policies into enforcement components objected to different platforms, a browser to view and manipulate the domains of subjects and objects to which policies apply. Thus, new subjects can be added to
the subject-domain or subjects can be removed from the subject-domain. The object-domain can also
be changed in a similar manner.
Lymberopoulus et al. [24] proposed an adaptive policy-based framework for specifying policies
for management of network services. The framework is expected to support automated policy deployment and flexible event triggers to permit dynamic policy configuration. The authors focused on
the dynamic policy adaptation with changes within the managed environment. The policy adaptation
includes dynamically changing policy parameters and reconfiguring the policy objects. The authors
then described how the policy-based management framework could be used to provide dynamic management of services in Differentiated Services networks. The system is claimed to allow flexible and
adaptive management where the policies define the adaptation choices without recoding or even shutting down the system. The proposed adaptive policy-based framework is based on PONDER which is
an object-oriented, declarative language for specifying management and security policies. Their approach is focused on the use of obligation policies, instead of the authorization policies. The obligation
policies specify the actions that must be performed when certain events occur, and provide the ability
to respond to changing circumstance. Obligation policies are event-triggered condition action rules,
composing of subjects, target objects, events, and actions. The proposed policy adaptation is capable
to modify the network behavior in 3 ways: (1) Adaptation by dynamically changing the parameter of a
QoS policy to specify new attribute values for the run-time configuration of managed objects; (2) Adaptation by selecting and enabling/disabling a policy from a set of pre-defined QoS policy at run-time,
and the parameters of the selected network QoS policy are set at run-time; (3) Adaptation by learning
the most suitable policy configuration strategies from the system behavior. However, the authors only
focused on the first two categories of policy adaptation, while the third mechanism is not addressed.
The authors also described the enforcement architecture for the adaptive policy system, composing of
Service PMA, PolicyRequest, Policy Services, Event Services, and Network level PMAs. Interaction
and message communications among these components are also addressed. Then, the authors present
a usage scenario to show how the adaptive policy framework can apply in a Differentiated Services
network environment. There are obligation policies defined to handle service performance degradation
events and policies to support changes in routing or link failures, as well as policies to reflect changes
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in application or user requirements. In these papers, the authors focused on the policy adaptation with
obligation policies. In many applications, authorization policies are used, and the issues with real-time
update of authorization policies are not resolved as in previous work. Our policy-updating paper will
focus on the issues arise due to updates of authorization policies in real-time.
Some work has been done in the area of dynamic and adaptive workflow systems which is related
to this work. Researchers [10, 21, 26, 27, 29, 36, 45] have motivated the need for workflow systems
that have the ability to adapt to the changing environments. Kammer et al. [21] have identified different
kinds of exception handling capabilities for adaptive workflows. They also describe how some of these
capabilities have been incorporated in the Endeavors workflow support system. Van der Aalst et al.[45]
have mentioned that when a workflow is changed there are three ways to manage workflow instances
that were active during the change: (a) restart, (b) proceed, and (c) transfer. Restart causes abort of all
the tasks that were being executed under the original model. Proceed requires continuation of the workflow instance under the original model. Transfer requires the instance to be changed dynamically such
that it complies with the new model. Sadiq [36] recognizes that changes to workflow model or workflow
instances can lead to serious inconsistencies and errors. He points out that the problem becomes more
critical when active instances are involved while the workflow model is being changed. The authors
approach this problem by first formalizing how workflow can be modified, and then checking whether
the instance initiated under the original workflow complies with the updated workflow. The instances
generated from the old workflow may continue to follow the old model or they may be provided with a
revised schedule to comply with the new model. The generation of revised schedule may need manual
intervention. Mathews [27] has also addressed the problem of changing workflow policies while active
workflow instances are in progress. He agrees that aborting active workflow instances prior to changing a workflow policies is inefficient and ineffective. To deal with this situation, he proposes SWAP,
an agent-based architecture, that deals with changes in B2B workflow policies. In this architecture,
the different agents keep track of the active workflow instances and their state of execution and are
responsible for transitioning the workflow instance so that it complies with the new policy. Muller
and Rahm[29] suggested that dynamic workflow modification is needed for many applications, such
as, medical domain. In such domains the large number of exceptions cannot be handled by the domain
except. They have developed a rule-based approach for detecting semantic exceptions that occur during
instance execution. The control-flow of other instances affected by this exception needs to be modified
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dynamically. For this purpose, the authors have proposed two algorithms that carry out the dynamic
change of control-flow. Although the problems have a similar flavor, the solutions for the problem of
policy updates is very different. We are interested in preventing security breaches for dynamic policy
updates without requiring any manual intervention. For making a workflow compliant with the new
policy some amount manual task is involved.
Concurrency control in database systems is a well researched topic. Some of the important pioneering works have been described by Bernstein et al. [6]. Thomasian [44] provides a more recent survey of
concurrency control methods and their performance. The use of semantics for increasing concurrency
has also been proposed by various researchers [1, 2, 15, 18, 22, 25, 41].

7 Conclusion and Future Work
Dynamic environments pose new challenge to access control. In such situations, the entities change,
the configurations change and the operational modes change – all of these require real-time update of
access control policies. In this paper, we address the problem of how policies can be updated in realtime and how the modified policies can be immediately enforced. We discuss our work in the context
of a database system. We start with the simple case where a single policy is defined over a subject and
an object and show how updates to such policy can be performed in real-time. In real-world, multiple
policies may be specified over a given subject and an object. Priorities may be specified on these
policies. We propose a mechanism that addresses the update of such policies where the priorities are
also subject to change. Our mechanisms generate serializable and policy-compliant histories.
In future we plan to extend our approach to handle more complex kinds of authorization policies, such as, support for negative authorization policies and obligation policies, and incorporating
conditions in authorization policies. Specifically, we plan to investigate how policies specified in the
PONDER specification language [11] can be updated. Another important work that needs to be done is

analyzing the policy update transactions. If the policy update transaction erroneously gives too much
or too little privilege to any subject, then the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of the application
may be affected. Checking whether the policy update transaction gives adequate privilege or not can be
done by statically analyzing the application together with all the policy update transactions. In future
we plan to investigate how such analysis can be done.
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